Influence of stress and health-behaviour on miRNA expression
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Abstract. Psychological stress is correlated with and may even cause DNA damage, which contributes to the etiology of various diseases. Recent studies point to the role of micro-RNA (miRNA), small molecules that regulate gene expression, in health and disease. This study investigated the relationship between transient stress and two cancer-related miRNAs, and determined whether health-behaviour moderated these relationships. Using a pre-post design, 37 German students completed measures on health-behaviour and perceived stress, the latter after a study break (low stress) and after an exam (high stress). On both occasions, students underwent blood tests to determine the expression of let-7b and miR-21, two miRNAs recently found to be related to cancer. The students reported significantly higher stress after the exam than in the study break period. The levels of let-7b and miR-21 expression significantly declined from low- to high-stress periods. Importantly, baseline health-behaviour interacted with time in relation to miR-21, such that the expression of this marker decreased only in students with inadequate health-behaviour, while it did not change in students with adequate health-behaviour. This is the first study showing that brief academic stress can alter the expression of two cancer-related miRNA molecules, and that health-behaviour may moderate these effects for miR-21.

Introduction

Psychological stress slows down wound healing and may increase the risk of illness, including infectious and cardiovascular diseases (1,2). The field of psychoneuroimmunology has led scientific efforts to attempt to try and explain such relationships, mainly by focusing on neuroimmune mediators (2,3). However, stress-induced alterations in DNA integrity (4) may also partly explain such relationships at the molecular level, given the known role of DNA damage in disease (5).

Recent research has discovered novel endogenous regulators of gene expression, namely micro-RNAs (miRNAs). miRNAs are small non-coding RNA molecules that negatively regulate gene expression (6) and play roles in development, health and various illnesses (7). In carcinogenesis, the miRNA let-7b has tumour suppressor properties, while miR-21 seems to enhance oncogenesis (6,8). Psychoneuroimmunological pathways have been proposed to link psychological factors with the onset and progression of cancer (9). However, the effects of psychological stress on these tumour-related miRNAs in healthy people have not been investigated, though they may provide some insight into the role of psychological factors in cancer progression. Furthermore, no study has identified any protective factors that may potentially moderate any effects of stress on miRNAs. A healthy lifestyle (e.g., physical exercise and diet) was found to reduce the effects of various risk factors (e.g., hypertension) on disease risk (heart disease) (10). A healthy lifestyle similarly could protect intracellular factors from adverse stress effects. The present study investigated the relationship between transient (academic exam) stress and cancer-related miRNA expression (let-7b and miR-21), and determined whether health-behaviour moderates the effects of stress on the expression of these miRNAs.

Materials and methods

Design. A within-subject pre-post design was used, where students served as their own controls. Students were assessed on perceived stress and micro-RNAs after the semester break (low stress) and soon after exiting an exam (high stress). They also provided, at baseline, data on various background information, including health-behaviour.

Participants. Thirty-seven students (28 female, 9 male) studying medicine at Erlangen University, Germany, with a mean age of 22.7 (SD 2.2) years were included in the study. The present study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Measures. At baseline (and after the exam), students were assessed for health-behaviour (e.g., physical exercise, diet and stress control) using a 13-item validated questionnaire that yields a single score (11). Health-behaviour scores at baseline and during the exam period were highly correlated (r=0.72, p<0.001), supporting the stability of this measure. Students underwent assessment of perceived stress at baseline and
following the exam, using the perceived-stress questionnaire (PSQ; e.g., irritability, tension and overload) (12). The internal reliability of the PSQ at baseline and after the exam was very high (Cronbach’s α, 0.92 and 0.91, respectively), supporting the reliability of this measure.

To determine the expression of let-7b and miR-21, the students provided blood samples. These were processed by the miRNeasy kit and converted to cDNA using the miScript Reverse Transcription kit (both from Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Samples were run on a LightCycler system with the miScript SYBR Green PCR kit and miScript Primer assays (both from Qiagen). For each sample, the results were adjusted to the content of RNU6B, a commonly expressed short endogenous miRNA 45 nt in length without any known corresponding target gene, as a general index of synthesis of miRNAs.

**Statistical analysis.** Distributions of miRNAs were normalized using log-transformations. We used paired t-tests to test the effects of time period and analyses of variance (ANOVA) to test whether baseline health-behaviour interacted with time (calm/stress periods) in relation to miRNAs. SPSS 14 software was used for statistical analyses.

**Results**

Background variables (age, gender and health-behaviour) were not significantly related to miRNA variables at any time point (data not shown), and the inclusion of the first two as covariates in the analyses did not alter the results. Hence, the results reported here do not consider these variables as covariates. The students reported significantly lower stress levels during the low-stress period (mean 81.60, SD 11.63) than during the high-stress period (mean 85.23, SD 11.42), t(34)=2.24, p=0.032 (2-tailed). As shown in Fig. 1, the levels of let-7b significantly declined between the low-stress period (mean 0.52, SD 0.79) and the high-stress period (mean 0.23, SD 1.09), t(36)=2.15, p=0.04 (2-tailed). Similarly, the levels of miR-21 significantly declined between the low-stress period (mean 0.96, SD 0.92) and the high-stress period (mean -0.31, SD 1.35), t(36)=2.69, p=0.01 (2-tailed) (Fig. 1).

We then examined whether the baseline health-behaviour scores moderated the effects of time on miRNAs. ANOVA revealed that baseline health-behaviour (low/high at the median) significantly interacted with time (low/high stress periods) in relation to miR-21 only [F(1,34)=8.49, p<0.01] (Fig. 2). In students with adequate health-behaviour (above the median), no change in miR-21 was noted over time (p=0.84). However, in students with initially poorer health-behaviour, miR-21 declined between the low- and high-stress periods (p=0.007). A similar pattern was also noted when using continuous scores of health-behaviour. No such health-behaviour x time interaction was noted for let-7b [F(1,34)=1.19, p>0.05].

**Discussion**

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate in humans the relationship between psychological stress and expression of miRNAs that regulate cancer-related genes. The results demonstrated that exam stress is related to a reduction in the expression of let-7b and miR-21, and that the reduction noted in miR-21 is moderated by initial adequate health-behaviour. These results extend those on stress and general DNA damage (4) to cancer-related miRNAs in healthy people. We are uncertain why both markers declined with stress. It is important to note that the sample in the present study included young healthy people, not cancer patients. In healthy people, it is possible that the expression of miR-21 is required to prevent cell death or mediate repair processes in cells possibly damaged by stress. The observed moderating role of health-behaviour on stress-induced reductions in miR-21 expression supports our interpretation that miR-21 expression may be desirable in healthy people. A similar moderation of the effects of risk factors on adverse health outcomes was observed in a study showing that adequate health-behaviour reduced the cardiac risk associated with hypertension (10). In addition to the oncogenic properties of miR-21, a role during embryonic development has recently been described (13). As the expression of miR-21 may be transcriptionally regulated via the ubiquitous transcription factor...
aP-1, the sustained miR-21 expression in the individuals with good health-behaviour despite stress supports the notion that miR-21 can also protect cells from stress-induced apoptosis (14). Regarding healthy cancer-free individuals, the oncogeneic (anti-apoptotic) properties of miR-21 may therefore protect tissues from stress-induced damage responses (e.g., after the formation of reactive oxygen species and DNA double-strand breaks) (4), enabling cells to survive following DNA-damage repair.

The main limitation of the present study was that it did not use an experimental design or a control group of students not exposed to stress who could have been measured twice for miRNA expression levels. Future experimental studies should test whether the results obtained in the present study confirm a causal relation between psychological stress and changes in miRNA.

In summary, we found that even a transient and relatively mundane stressor (exam stress) may affect cancer-related modulators of gene expression, and that adequate health-behaviour may partly moderate this. Further miRNA array analyses are needed to determine miRNA profiles influenced by psychological stress, and the possible implications of such changes to health. The present study did not use an experimental design; future experimental studies should verify whether the results obtained confirm a causal relationship between psychological stress and changes in miRNA. Future studies also need to ascertain whether psychological stress alters the cancer-related genetic targets of these and other miRNAs (e.g., p53). Given that miRNAs have also been related to psychiatric illnesses such as schizophrenia (15), the implications of these findings on stress-induced mental diseases deserve further attention as well. Finally, future studies should focus on whether psychological stress, health-behaviour and the expression of miRNAs interact in predicting physical and psychiatric disease onset and progression. The preliminary findings observed here suggest that possible stress-induced changes in miRNAs need to be further investigated as possible mediators between psychological stress and the onset and progression of illnesses.
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